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PRODUCTION: NAVY & MERCHANT NAVY VIEWPOINT

Following is the talk to be given as No.4 in the

"Production Front" series, over the B.B.C. North .American

Service at 1,30 a,m, B.S.T, tomorrow, Thursday, September 17,

by Vice-Admiral W,F,Wake-Walker, Third Sea Lord «L Controller;-

In this talk on production from the point of view of the Navy you will be

expecting me to talk about shipbuilding, but as there is so much about ships
which our enemies would like to know I am going to try instead to show you some-

thing of the production problem that we have to face.

Looked at from his point of view, I take it that a producer's paradise
would entail unlimited labour, unlimited plant, unlimited space, and then to be

given his task and left alone to get on with it without any changes. You come

near to this in your country and you shall judge how we are placed.

The Navy had its production plans before war broke out, We had experience
of a similar war against Germany and we knew that.we must expect a heavy raining

campaign and U-boat attack in our coastal waters and the approaches to these

islands. We had plans for fitting out large numbers of fishing vessels as mine-

sweepers and, A/S craft, for arming merchant ships with guns and fitting them with

paravanes, for building minesweepers and escort vessels, destroyers, cruisers and.

many other ships.

Now did these plans work out? Taking mining first of all* The enemy
started as ex-pec ted by laying moored mines off our coast. But he laid explosive
cutters among them and made the mines explode when swept« This caused much

damage to sweep wires and multiplied the sweeping effort necessary to clear a

channel and made the work more dangerous. But we. quickly became aware of a new

type of mine and by October we knew a magnetic mine was in use with which none of

our existing minesweepers could deal, • It was first of all laid from U-boats, but

later by aircraft which were able to reach inshore channels and harbours where

U-boats could not penetrate.

Here was an entirely now production problem* More craft had to bo fitted out,

new sweeps developed and produced. We had first to solve the scientific problem

and to solve it against the clock, and then to produce the remedy on a gigantic

scale, - -

The scientific problem was solved, and by June, 1940, all warships and. merchant

ships using our coastal waters had been demagnetised - or degaussed, as it came to

bo called.

Since then, enough electric cable has been expended on this to reach twice

round the world and a bit over. It was a problem in development, production and

application that caused quite a respectable headache* But we solved it. We had

to. There is a story about that which you may not have heard.

The Captain of the German Pocket Battleship "GRAF SPED" was talking to the

Captain of a British merchant ship which he had captured, when it, was announced on

the radio that we had found an answer to the German magnetic mine. The Captain
of the Graf Spee exclaimed, "It is impossible, it took eight years to develop and

there is no answer to it"; This was Hitler's secret ’weapon.

But the matter did not stop there; no sooner had we found the answer to the

first mine than its method of operation was changed. The change was detected and.

answered but the answer required still more effort and equipment.

And so it has gone on; periodically a change is made in the mechanism of the

mine, for example, an acoustic mine has appeared.
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It is a perpetual duel, each thrust hy the enemy having to he parried hy hard

thinking, quick decision and involving a first class production problem* In mining
warfare the initiative is always with the minelayer which gives him a great advantage#

ho the U-boat* They started by laying nines in our estuaries and .attacking

ships off our coasts. Hero we had many small craft and patrol boatssuitable for defending
such waters. But this phase passed and the U-boat'was driven from the coastal

waters. They had become rather uncomfortable because of his own aircraft mines

which were strewn, all over the place and because of our patrols.

So, gradually the U-boats moved away out into the wider waters cf the Atlantic

where many of our small craft could not follow.

The further out wo forced them the further our escorts had to take the convoys,

and this meant a quick re-design and increased output of escorts with better sea-

keeping qualities and better endurance.

The fall of Franco gave the enemy bases on the coast of Norway and: the Atlantic

Coast of Franco and the U-boat war went still further until it reached your coants.

Aircraft from France directed U-boats on to convoys and attacked than and, in answer,

we fitted merchant ships to carry fighter aircraft.

At first, U-boat attacks on armed merchant ships were mostly made submerged
but our detecting gear soon made this unprofitable. and forced a change of tactics,
and they had to attack the convoys at night on the surface. Many of our escort

craft which wore excellent for dealing with the submerged U-boat had insufficient

speed to chase one' on the surface. So here was a new requirement - more speed
in our escort vessels.

Means had also to bo developed of detecting the U-boat as it approached in

the dark. Each change brought with it a new production problem. The solutions to

all these problems are -at your disposal.

The war on the U-boat has meant constant changes in the requirements of

escort vessels - more speed, more endurance and new apparatus - changes by which

wo have driven them across the ocean and from one method of attack to another®

So, taking those two aspects of the war alone, you will see how the producer,

instead of being told what is wanted and being left to get on with it, has been

faced with constant changes of requirements.

What is true of the two instances I have taken, is true in a greater or less

degree of almost all other aspects of the naval war, notably' in the case of

air attack, /

New, to look at another part of the produer’s problem - labour. The

shipbuilding industry in this country had been depressed for many years before

the war. Many skilled men had left it for more profitable employment elsewhere.

It needs strong men and when war cane, the Armed Forces and munitions took their

share of these.

The labour that was available could not all be used for building ships, for

shipbuilding labour is., needed for repair work as- well. Damage due to enemy

attacks, navigating in fog and in darkness without lights, Atlantic storms and

continuous service, entail an enormous amount of repair work warships

and merchant ships. Twenty-three thousand and more warship repairs and refits

have been needed and gross tons of merchant ships, of 35,000

ships, have been put back into service.

So far an tonnage output is- concerned, a -warship takes anything up to

tines as many men to build as a merchant ship, ton for ton, due to its complications

and the elaborate gear, and a balance has to be struck between the need for

warships and for merchant ships.
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As. nearly half the shipbuilding labour of the country is employed on repair

work, the producer is very far from having the unlimited labour of his paradise

and I have heard of one yard in the States which alone employs more men than the

total we are able to put on merchant shipbuilding.

New as to plant and space. Our shipbuilding yards have grown up along the

rivers where coal is mined. If you could go down the dyne or the Clyde in a

beat, you would see building slips jostling one another all the way down the

river. The banks of the Tyne rise steeply and the town crowds in on the yards of

Tyne and Clyde, They are cramped. There is no space available for large scale

layouts and planning such as you are able to adopt in the States. Elsewhere in

this country, where there is space there is not the labour.

But we have never had the time nor the labour since the war began to lay out

new shipyards in new parts of the island and man then up. We have had to build,
build in the yards we had, while the spare labour flocked into the fighting forces

and the munitions factories.

So I think it is fair to say that the shipbuilder finds himself more nearly

in hell than in paradise. Yet, is spite of this, tho blackout and the blitz,
the achievement is one to marvel at.

merchant ships have been launched In three months and completed in four.

Their coat is half what it would be in the States, East patrol boats have been

built all over the world from parts produced here. There are five times as many

men in the Navy as we started with, and they are all in ships.

But these are only items in the vast productive effort that has been necessary

to meet our needs at sea, and tho best measure of that effort is that it has met our

our needs.

In spite of the enemy's concentrated attempts, our ships still use our -ports

and coastal waters, they have carried across the sea hundreds of thousands of men,

their stores and equipment. They bring here our food and tho raw materials which

make possible the vast output of tanks, guns and aircraft which, along with your

even greater output, is going to decide this war* Our ocean convoys have totalled

125,000,000 ship-miles. This is the equivalent of 6,000 times round the world.

The Navy and tho merchant Navy are proud, and justly proud of what they

have done - but they have been able to do it only because they have been given the

means to do it - the ships, the guns, the gear - that was the producer’s task and it

has been met and mastered, quietly, efficiently, quickly, under most difficult

conditions. It is, I think a magnificent achievement for which the world may well

be grateful, for on it has depended cur continued ability to hold this stronghold

of freedom.
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